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Abstract. Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) is used more and more frequently in medicine to determine whether the health benefits of an intervention outweighs its economic cost. In this paper we present two
algorithms for performing CEA with influence diagrams; one of them
is based on variable elimination and the other on arc reversal. Using
the former, we have performed CEA on two influence diagrams whose
equivalent decision trees contain thousands of leaves.
Keywords: Cost-effectiveness analysis, net monetary benefit, influence
diagrams.
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Introduction

In medicine, one of the methods of assessing whether the health benefits of an
intervention outweighs its economic cost is cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) [4,
5]. In this context, the net monetary benefit [16] of an intervention Ii is
NMB Ii (λ) = λ · ei − ci ,

(1)

where ei is its effectiveness and ci its cost. The parameter λ is used to convert
the effectiveness into a monetary scale. It takes values on the set of positive
real numbers, i.e., in the interval (0, +∞). It is measured in effectiveness units
divided by cost units; for example, in dollars per death avoided or euros per
quality adjusted life-year (QALY [19]). It is sometimes called willingness to pay,
cost-effectiveness threshold or ceiling ratio, because it indicates how much money
a decision maker accepts to pay to obtain a certain “amount” of health benefit.
When the consequences of an intervention are not deterministic, it is necessary to apply a model that takes into account the probability of each outcome.
The most usual tool for modeling decision problems with uncertainty are decision trees [13]. In a previous paper [1] we have presented a method of performing
CEAs on decision trees with an arbitrary number of decision nodes.
The main drawbacks of decision trees is that the size of a tree grows exponentially with the number of variables, they cannot represent conditional independencies, and they require a preprocessing of the probabilities [2, 6]; for instance,
medical diagnosis problems are usually stated in terms of direct probabilities,
namely the prevalence of the diseases and the sensitivity and specificity of the
tests, while the tree is built with the inverse probabilities, i.e., the positive and
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negative predictive values of the tests. Even in cases with only a few chance
variables, this preprocessing of probabilities is difficult, if not impossible.
An alternative representation language for decision making are influence diagrams (IDs) [6]. They have the advantages of being very compact, representing
conditional independencies, and using direct probabilities. However, the only algorithm that can perform CEA with IDs is that proposed by Nielsen et al. [11],
which is very difficult to apply in practice for the reasons discussed below. In this
paper, we present two efficient algorithm for CEA with IDs that have allowed us
to solve medical problems that were impossible to address with the techniques
available so far. One of them is based on the variable elimination algorithm [7];
the other, on the arc reversal algorithm [12, 14].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the basic
concepts of CEA and IDs. The new algorithms are presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows an example, Section 5 discusses some related work, and Section 6
contains the conclusions.

2
2.1

Background
Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA)

Deterministic CEA Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) consists of finding the
intervention that maximizes the net benefit for each value of λ (cf. Eq. 1). When
we have a set of interventions such that the cost and effectiveness of each one are
known with certainty, we can perform a deterministic cost-effectiveness analysis,
which returns the optimal intervention for each interval of the possible values of
λ. The standard algorithm for this analysis consists of eliminating the interventions dominated by another intervention (simple dominance), then eliminating
the interventions dominated by a pair of other interventions (extended dominance), and finally computing the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios—see [18]
or any book on medical decision analysis. This algorithm and an alternative
method for deterministic CEA can be found in [1].
CEA with decision trees Sometimes we do not know explicitly the cost and
effectiveness of each intervention, but we do know that each one may lead to
different outcomes with different probabilities, which may in turn cause other
outcomes, each having a known cost and effectiveness. In this case, we can build
a decision tree such that each node, instead of representing a single utility, represents the cost and effectiveness of the corresponding scenario.
If the only decision node of the tree is the root, the tree can be evaluated
by a modified version of the roll-back algorithm that computes the cost and
effectiveness of each node separately and then performs a deterministic CEA at
the root node [4, 15]. If the tree contains embedded nodes, this method cannot
be applied because the evaluation of a decision node does not return a costeffectiveness pair. However such a tree can be evaluated with the algorithm
proposed in [1].
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2.2

Influence diagrams

Basic properties of IDs An ID is a probabilistic graphical model that consists
of three disjoint sets of nodes: decision nodes VD , chance nodes VC , and utility
nodes VU . Chance nodes represent events that are not under the direct control
of the decision maker. Decision nodes correspond to actions under the direct
control of the decision maker. Given that each chance or decision node represents
a variable, we will use indifferently the terms variable and node. Standard IDs
require that there is a total ordering of the decisions, which indicates the order
in which the decisions are made.
In this section, we assume that the ID contains only one utility node. However, the algorithms presented here can be easily extended to IDs in which the
global utility is the sum of the values represented by the utility nodes [7] and to
IDs containing super-value nodes [10, 17]. (A utility node is said to be super-value
if its parents are other utility nodes.)
The meaning of an arc in an ID depends on the type of nodes that it links.
An arc X → C where C is a chance node denotes a probabilistic dependence
of C on X; in practice, it usually means that X is a cause of C. An arc from a
decision Di to a decision Dj means that Di is made before Dj . An arc from a
chance node C to a decision node Dj means that the value of variable C is known
when making decision Dj . Standard IDs assume the non-forgetting hypothesis,
which means that a variable C known for a decision Dj is also known for any
posterior decision Dk , even if there is not an explicit link C → Dk in the graph.
An arc from a variable X to the utility node means that the utility depends on
X.
A potential is a real-valued function over a domain of finite variables. The
quantitative information that defines an ID is given by assigning to each chance
node C a conditional probability potential P (c|pa(C)) for each configuration of
its parents, pa(C) and assigning to the utility node a potential U (pa(U )) that
maps each configuration of its parents onto a real number.
The total ordering of the decisions {D1 , . . . , Dn } induces a partition of the
chance variables {C0 , C1 ,. . ., Cn }, where Ci is the set of variables unknown for
Di and known for Di+1 . The set of variables known to the decision maker when
deciding on Di is called the informational predecessors of Di and denoted by
IPred (Di ). Consequently,
IPred (Di ) = C0 ∪ {D1 } ∪ C1 ∪ . . . ∪ {Di−1 } ∪ Ci−1
= IPred (Di−1 ) ∪ {Di−1 } ∪ Ci−1 .

(2)
(3)

The maximum expected utility (MEU ) of an ID whose chance and decision
variables are all discrete is
X
X
X
X Y
MEU =
max
...
max
P (c|pa(C)) · U (pa(U )) .
(4)
c0

d1

c1

cn−1

dn

cn C∈VC

A policy δDi is a function that maps each configuration of informational
predecessors of Di onto a value di of Di . The optimal policy δDi for decision Di
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is given by the following equation (in the case of a tie, any of the values of Di
that maximize that expression can be chosen arbitrarily):
δDi (IPred (Di ))
X
X
X Y
= arg max
max . . .
max
P (c|pa(C)) · U (pa(U )) .
di

ci

di+1

cn−1

dn

(5)

cn C∈VC

Algorithm 1: Variable elimination with division of potentials
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18

Input: An influence diagram.
Result: The expected utility and the optimal policy for each decision.
// Initialize the list of probability potentials
list ← {P (c|pa(C)) | C ∈ VC };
for i ← n to 0 do
// eliminate the variables in Ci
foreach variable C ∈ Ci do
take out from list all the potentials that depend on C;
ψ ← product
P of those potentials;
ψind ← c ψ;
ψcond ← ψ/ψind ;
add ψP
ind to the list;
U ← c ψcond · U ;
if i > 0 then
// eliminate the decision Di
U ← maxdi U ;
δDi (IPred (Di )) = arg maxdi ∈Di U ;
foreach potential P (c|pa(C)) ∈ list do
if this potential depends on Di then
project this potential onto the remaining variables
in the list;
replace P (c|pa(C)) with its projection;
return U

Variable elimination The direct application of the above expression leads to
a computational cost that grows exponentially with the number of variables in
the ID. A more efficient approach consists of eliminating the variables one by
one, in an order compatible with the above equations, i.e., eliminating first the
variables that appear on right-most operators of summation and maximization
in Equation 4, as indicated by the Algorithm 1. The details and the justification
of this algorithm can be found in [7, 10].
Please note that the potential ψ, which is the product of all the potentials
that depend on C (line 5), is factored into two potentials: ψind , where “ind”
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stands for “independent of C”, and ψcond , where c stands for “conditional probability” because this potential represents the conditional probability of C given
the variables that have not been eliminated yet: ψcond = P (c|vC ). The meaning
of this probability can be better understood if we consider that for each influence
diagram there is an equivalent symmetric decision tree. The variables eliminated
before C when evaluating the ID are placed on the right side of C in the decision
tree, and those eliminated after C are placed on the left side. Each configuration vC represents a path from the root node to a node C in the tree, and the
probability P (c|vC ) computed in the evaluation of the ID is the probability of
the branches outgoing from that node in the tree.
Then the algorithm multiples the potentials ψcond = P (c|vC ) and U , and
sums out the variable C (line 9). This is equivalent to evaluating all the C
nodes in the tree by computing the average of the utilities of their branches,
using P (c|vC ) as the weights. The elimination of variable Di by maximizing U
(line 11) is equivalent to evaluating all the Di nodes in the tree.
When all the chance and decision variables have been eliminated, the potential U contains only one real number, that is the expected utility of the ID
(line 18).
Arc reversal An alternative method for evaluating IDs is the arc reversal
algorithm proposed by Olmsted [12] (see also [14]). This algorithm consists of
four basic operations:
1. Barren node removal. A node is said to be barren if it has no children.
Barren nodes can be removed from the ID without performing any additional
operation.
2. Chance node removal. A chance node Y whose only child is the utility
node U can be removed from the ID by drawing links from each of its parents
to U ; if X is the set of parents of Y , Pold (y|x) is the conditional probability
of Y , Z is the set of parents of U , and Uold (z) is the utility potential before
eliminating Y , the new utility potential after eliminating Y is
X
Unew (v) =
Pold (y|x) · Uold (z) ,
(6)
y

where V = X ∪ (Z\{Y }).
3. Decision node removal. A decision node D whose only child is the utility
node U can be removed from the ID by drawing links from each of its parents
to U ; if X is the set of parents of D, Z is the set of parents of U , and Uold (z)
is the utility potential before eliminating D, the new utility potential after
eliminating D is
Unew (v) = max Uold (z) ,
(7)
d

where V = X ∪ (Z\{D}).
4. Arc reversal. A link X → Y in the ID such that there is no other directed
from X to Y in the graph can be reversed, i.e., replaced by Y → X, by performing the following additional operations: (1) all the parents of X become
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parents of Y , and vice versa, (2) the new probability of Y is
Pnew (y|a, b, c) =

X

Pold (x|a, b) · Pold (y|b, c) ,

(8)

x

and the new probability of X is
Pnew (x|y, a, b, c) =

X Pold (x|a, b) · Pold (y|b, c)
y

Pnew (y|a, b, c)

,

(9)

where A = P a(X)\P a(Y ), B = P a(X)∩P a(Y ), and C = P a(Y )\{P a(X)∪
X}.
Each of these operations transforms an ID into an equivalent ID having the
same optimal policies and the same expected utility (except for the decisions
removed, obviously). The Theorem 4 in [14] states that if the ID does not contain
any node that can be removed directly, there exists a sequence of arc reversals
leading to an equivalent ID in which at least one node can be removed. The
elimination of a decision node D gives the optimal policy for D. The utility
potential remaining after eliminating all the chance and decision nodes contains a
single real number (a scalar), that is the expected utility of the ID. The algorithm
always terminates because the number of nodes in the ID is finite.

3
3.1

Cost-effectiveness analysis with IDs
Cost-effectiveness partitions

As mentioned above, cost-effectiveness analysis consists of finding an intervention
that maximizes the net benefit for each value of λ; in practice, it consists of
finding the intervals for which an intervention is more beneficial than the others.
We formalize this idea by introducing the concept of cost-effectiveness partition,
CEP.
Definition 1. A cost-effectiveness partition (CEP) of n intervals is a tuple Q =
(ΘQ , CQ , EQ , IQ ), where:
– ΘQ = {θ1 , . . . , θn−1 } is a set of n − 1 values (thresholds),
such that 0 < θ1 < . . . < θn−1 ,
– CQ = {c0 , . . . , cn−1 } is a set of n values (costs),
– EQ = {e0 , . . . , en−1 } is a set of n effectiveness values, and
– IQ = {I0 , . . . , In−1 } is a set of n interventions.
For the sake of simplifying the exposition, we define θ0 = 0 and θn = +∞
for every CEP.
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Alternatively, a CEP can be denoted by a set of n 4-tuples of the form
(interval, cost, effectiveness, intervention),
Q = {((0, θ1 ), c0 , e0 , I0 ),
((θ1 , θ2 ), c1 , e1 , I1 ),
... ,
((θn−1 , +∞), cn−1 , en−1 , In−1 )} ,
which means that when λ is in the interval (θi , θi+1 ) the most beneficial intervention is Ii , which has a cost ci and an effectiveness ci . When λ = θi+1 , there
is a tie between Ii and Ii+1 .

c0 , e 0 , I 0
0

c1 , e1 , I1
Θ1

c2 , e2 , I2
Θ2

c3 , e3 , I3
Θ3

c4 , e4 , I4
Θ4

+∞

Fig. 1. Cost-effectiveness partition (CEP).

The functions cost Q (λ), eff Q (λ), NMB Q (λ), and interv Q (λ) return the cost,
the effectiveness, the NMB, and the optimal intervention for λ according to the
CEP Q; see [1] for a mathematical definition of these functions.
Combination of cost-effectiveness partitions In this subsection we generalize the average and maximization operations from single utilities to CEPs.
Definition 2 (Weighted average). Given a set of m CEPs {Q1 , . . . , Qm }, a
chance variable X whose domain is {x1 , . . . , xm }, and a probability distribution
for X, P (xj ), we say that a CEP Q is a weighted average of the CEPs if
∀λ, cost Q (λ) =

m
X

P (xj ) · cost Qj (λ)

(10)

P (xj ) · eff Qj (λ) .

(11)

j=1

and
∀λ, eff Q (λ) =

m
X
j=1

A straightforward consequence of this definition is that, because of Equation 1,
m
X
∀λ, NMB Q (λ) =
P (xj ) · NMB Qj (λ) .
(12)
j=1

These three equalities mean that for every value of λ, the cost, effectiveness, and
NMB of the weighted average partition Q are the same as if we had performed a
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weighted average for the values of cost and effectiveness of the Qj ’s. The partition
Q can be efficiently computed by the Algorithm 2.
The intervention composed at the fifth line of the algorithm means: “if the
chance variable X takes on the value xj , then follow the policy indicated by the
corresponding branch (X = xi ) of the tree”.

Algorithm 2: Weighted average of CEPs

1
2
3
4
5
6

Input: A set of m CEPs {Q1 , . . . , Qm }, with Qj = (Θj , Cj , Ej , Ij ),
a chance variable X whose domain is {x1 , . . . , xm }, and
a probability distribution for X, P (xj ).
Result:
S A new CEP Q = (Θ, C, E, I).
Θ← m
j=1 Θj
n ← card(Θ)
for i ← 1P
to n do
ci ← m
P (xj ) · cost Qj (θi )
Pj=1
ei ← m
j=1 P (xj ) · eff Qj (θi )
Ii ← “If X = x1 , then interv Q1 (θi ) ; if X = x2 , then interv Q2 (θi ) ; etc.”

Definition 3 (Optimal partition). Given a set of m CEPs {Q1 , . . . , Qm } and
a decision D whose domain is {d1 , . . . , dm }, a CEP Q is optimal if
∀λ, ∃j, NMB interv Qj (λ) (λ) = maxj 0 NMB interv Q

j0

(λ) (λ)

,

(13)

interv Q (λ) = “choose option dj ; then apply interv Qj (λ)” ,

(14)

cost Q (λ) = cost Qj (λ) ,

(15)

eff Q (λ) = eff Qj (λ) .

(16)

The interpretation of this definition is as follows: for each value dj (a possible
choice) of the decision D there is CEP Qj and for each value of λ there is an
intervention interv Qj (λ) in Qj which is optimal for di . Equation 13 means that
when making decision D we select j such that interv Qj (λ) is the intervention
that attains the highest NMB for that particular value of λ. Equation 14 means
that the optimal intervention for decision D is to choose first the option dj and
then apply the intervention interv Qj (λ). The cost and effectiveness associated
with intervention interv Q (λ)—given by the optimal CEP, Q—are the same as
in Qj .
The key property of this definition is Equation 13, which states that for every
λ the NMB of the optimal partition, Q, is the same as if we had performed a
(unicriterion) maximization of the NMB for each single value of λ.
The optimal CEP can be obtained by applying Algorithm 3, which collects
all the thresholds of the Qj ’s and performs a deterministic CEA (cf. Sec. 2.1)
on each interval. Finally, it fuses some intervals by eliminating the unnecessary
thresholds. In [1] we show with an example how this algorithm operates and why
it is sometimes necessary to fuse intervals.
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Algorithm 3: Optimal CEP.

1
2
3
4
5

3.2

Input: A set of m CEPs {Q1 , . . . , Qm }, with Qj = (Θj , Cj , Ej , Ij ) and
a decision node
Result: A new CEP Q = (Θ, C, E, I).
S
Θ← m
j=1 θj
n ← card(Θ)
for i ← 1 to n do
perform a deterministic CEA analysis of interval i
fuse contiguous intervals having the same intervention, the same cost,
and the same effectiveness

Construction of the ID

The construction of an ID for CEA is almost identical to the traditional case,
in which the ID contains only one utility node because the decision is based
on a single criterion. The difference is that in CEA we have two criteria, and
consequently we put two utility nodes in the ID: Uc for the cost and Ue for the
effectiveness. We will see an example below.
3.3

Evaluation of the influence diagram

Evaluation of the ID with the variable elimination algorithm Performing CEA with an ID is very similar to the evaluation of a (unicriterion) ID having
only one decision node. The main differences are:
– In the unicriterion case, each potential assigns a real number to each configuration of its variables, while now we have a CEP-potential that assigns a
CEP to each configuration.
– Initially, U is a CEP-potential that depends on all the variables that are
parents of Uc or Ue . The CEP assigned to each configuration contains only
one interval (no thresholds have been generated yet); the cost and the effectiveness are those obtained from the functions associated to Uc and Ue ,
which are kept separately in the CEP-potential.
– The weighted average and the maximization of potentials (lines 9 and 11
of the Algorithm 1) must be replaced by the weighted average of CEPs
(Algorithm 2) and the computation of the optimal CEP (Algorithm 3).
– The potential returned by the algorithm is not a single real number, but a
CEP.
The mathematical ground for this algorithm is as follows. If we know the
value of λ, we can transform the cost-effectiveness problem into a one criterion
problem by computing the NMB of each scenario using Equation 1. This way,
the ID would have only one utility node instead of two and we might evaluate it
with the Algorithm 1. As mentioned in the introduction, CEA is performed when
we do not know the value of λ. The algorithm presented in this subsection is
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equivalent to applying the Algorithm 1 for every single value of λ, but instead of
doing an independent evaluation for each value of λ, which is clearly impossible,
we group the λ’s into intervals having the same cost, the same effectiveness, and
the same optimal intervention, and we evaluate all the values of λ in parallel.
The CEP returned by the modified algorithm indicates, for each interval, the
cost, the effectiveness, and the optimal intervention.
Evaluation of the ID with the arc reversal algorithm The basic idea of
our method can be applied to the arc-reversal algorithm described in Section 2.2.
The first step is to fuse the two utility nodes, Uc and Ue , into a single node U
having an associated CEP-potential, the same as in the variable elimination
algorithm for CEA. The operations of barren node removal and arc reversal are
exactly the same as in the evaluation of unicriterion IDs.
The removal of a chance node is analogous to the case of unicriterion IDs,
but now we have to perform a weighted average of CEPs (Algorithm 2) for each
configuration of V (cf. Eq. 6), because now Uold (z) is a CEP-potential. Similarly,
when removing a decision node we have to find the optimal CEP (Algorithm 3)
for each configuration of V (cf. Eq. 7).

4

Example: CEA of a test

Example 1. For a disease whose prevalence is 0.14, there are two possible therapies. The effectiveness of each therapy depends on whether the disease is present
or not, as shown in Table 1. There is a test with a sensitivity of 90% and a
specificity of 93%, and a cost of 150 e. Is the test cost-effective?

Therapy

Cost

No therapy 0 C
Therapy 1 20,000 C
Therapy 2 70,000 C

Effectiveness Effectiveness
+disease
¬disease
1.2
4.0
6.5

10,0
9.9
9.3

Table 1. Cost and effectiveness of each intervention for the Example 1.

This problem can be analyzed with the ID in Figure 2. The decision node
Dec:Test represents the decision of performing the test or not, and Therapy
represents the choice of therapy. The numerical information of the ID consists of
four ordinary potentials (by “ordinary” we mean that they assign a real number
to each configuration of their variables): P (disease), P (test|disease,dec:test),
Ue (disease,therapy), and Uc (dec:test,therapy).
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Fig. 2. Influence diagram for the Example 1.

Evaluation of this example with variable elimination The algorithm is
initialized by building a CEP-potential U that depends on Disease, Dec:Test,
and Therapy. For each of the 2 × 2 × 3 = 12 configurations of these variables the
CEP-potential U contains a CEP of only one interval, (0, +∞).
The first variable that the algorithm eliminates is Disease. The potential ψ is
computed as the product of P (disease) and P (test|disease,dec:test). The potentials ψind (dec:test,test) and ψcond (disease,dec:test,test) = P (disease|dec:test,test)
are computed as indicated by the lines 6 and 7 in the Algorithm 1. The new
CEP-potential U is
U (dec:test,test, therapy) =
X
P (disease|dec:test, test) · U (disease, dec:test, therapy) .
disease

The elimination of the decision node Therapy is performed by applying
a deterministic CEA (see Sec. 2.1) for each CEP in the new CEP-potential
U (dec:test,test, therapy). This returns a new CEP-potential, U (dec:test,test).
The elimination of the chance node Test gives the following CEP-potential:
X
U (dec:test) =
ψ(dec:test, test) · U (dec:test, test) .
test

Finally, the elimination of Dec:Test performs a deterministic CEA for each CEP
in this CEP-potential, U (dec:test), which returns the CEP shown in Table 2.
Evaluation of this example with arc reversal The first step consists
of fusing the two utility nodes, Effectiveness and Cost, into a single node U
with the same associated CEP-potential as in the case of variable elimination:
U (disease,dec:test, therapy).
The inversion of the arc Disease→Test leads to computing the potentials
Pnew (disease|test,dec:test) and Pnew (test|dec:test). The first one is lost when
eliminating the node Disease. The second is exactly the same potential ψ(dec:test, test)
computed by the variable elimination algorithm. The consecutive elimination of

12
Interval
(0, 11,171)

Cost Effectiveness Dec:Test
0

8.77

(11,171, 33,384) 3,874

9.11

(33,384, + ∞) 13,184

9.39

Therapy

Do not test 
No therapy
test:positive→Therapy 1
Do test
 test:negative→No therapy
test:positive→Therapy 2
Do test
test:negative→No therapy

Table 2. Final CEP obtained by evaluating the influence diagram in Figure 2. It gives
the cost, the effectiveness, and the optimal intervention for each value of λ.

Therapy, Test, and Dec:Test, which do not require any arc reversal, lead to the
same utility potentials as in the case of variable elimination. In particular, the
final CEP is the one shown in Table 2.
This example shows that even though the two algorithms look different, in
fact they are performing essentially the same operations.
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Related work

Nielsen et al. [11] have studied multi-attribute IDs, in which the global utility is
given by
u = α1 · u1 + . . . + αn · un
(17)
where each ui is an attribute and the αi ’s represent the decision maker’s preferences. The IDs presented in this paper are a particular case of the former, in
which n = 2. However, the evaluation methods are completely different. The
work by Nielsen et al. focuses on a particular configuration α, assumes that ∆∗α ,
the optimal strategy for this α, is known (it is easy to evaluate a unicriterion
ID), and tries to determine the support for this strategy, i.e., the region of Rn for
which the optimal strategy is ∆∗α . The result of this analysis is a set of inequalities, which can be interpreted as the hyperplanes that delimit such region. A
more intuitive way of summarizing the results of their analysis is to compute the
radius of the biggest ball that can be contained in that region. In our opinion,
this kind of analysis is far from the CEA that health decision makers demand.
In contrast, our study is limited to the case n = 2 and α2 = −1 (see Eq. 1),
which allows us to find the optimal strategy as a function of α1 , i.e., λ. We perform the kind of CEA that is usual in medicine, and the output of our algorithm
can be summarized in the form of a table (see Table 2) whose interpretation is
immediate: it shows the cost, the effectiveness, and the optimal intervention for
each value of λ.
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Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have presented two algorithms for performing CEA with influence diagrams (IDs); one of them is based on the variables elimination al-
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gorithm [7]; the other is based on arc reversal [12, 14]. The main difference is
that the standard algorithms operate with ordinary potentials, i.e., potentials
that assign a real number to each configuration of their variables, while in our
algorithms the conditional probabilities are ordinary potentials, but the utility
is a CEP-potential, i.e., a potential that assigns a CEP to each configuration of
its variables.
The algorithms presented in this paper are two adaptations of the method
for performing CEA in decision trees with embedded decision nodes [1]. The
main contribution of this paper is the possibility of solving IDs whose equivalent
decision trees have prohibitive sizes. Using a Java implementation of the variable
elimination algorithm, we have performed CEA on an ID for the mediastinal
staging of non-small cell lung cancer that contains 5 decisions and 8 chance
variables [9]. More recently, we have applied the same method to an ID for total
knee replacement prosthesis that contains 4 decisions and 11 chance variables
[8]. The equivalent decision trees, which can be obtained automatically from
the influence diagrams, have thousands of leaves. Clearly, it would have been
impossible to build those trees directly, and their evaluation would have been
much less efficient than the evaluation of the IDs. An open line for future research
is to summarize the results of these evaluations into small policy trees, using a
method similar to the one proposed in [9].
Another line for future research is the adaptation of our CEA algorithms to
the evaluation of decision analysis networks (DANs) [3], which present several
advantages over IDs, especially in the case of asymmetric decision problems.
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